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ABSTRACT
Internet-of-Things devices such as autonomous vehicular sensors, medical devices, and industrial cyber-physical systems commonly rely on small, resource-constrained microcontrollers (MCUs). MCU software is typically written in C and is prone to memory safety vulnerabilities that are exploitable by remote attackers to launch code reuse attacks and code/control data leakage attacks.

We present Randezvous, a highly performant diversification-based mitigation to such attacks and their brute force variants on ARM MCUs. A top code/data layout randomization and an efficient execute-only code approach, Randezvous creates decoy pointers to camouflage control data in memory; code pointers in the stack are then protected by a diversified shadow stack, local-to-global variable promotion, and return address nullification. Moreover, Rendezvous adds a novel delayed reboot mechanism to slow down persistent attacks and mitigates control data spraying attacks via global guards.

We demonstrate Rendezvous’s security by statistically modeling leakage-equipped brute force attacks under Rendezvous, crafting a proof-of-concept exploit that shows Rendezvous’s efficacy, and studying a real-world CVE. Our evaluation of Rendezvous shows low overhead on three benchmark suites and two applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The increasing prevalence of Internet-of-Things devices challenges the security of embedded microcontroller (MCU) systems. MCU software is commonly written in C and, consequently, suffers from memory safety vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities can be exploited by attackers to launch control-flow hijacking attacks [15, 19, 20, 31, 40, 71, 83] which corrupt control data (e.g., return addresses and function pointers) so that control flow is diverted to existing code in the program. Worse yet, MCU software is typically executed in the processor’s privileged mode alongside or without an operating system kernel. Successful exploitation of MCU software means that the attacker controls the entire system.

To mitigate control-flow hijacking attacks on MCUs, previous work [5, 43, 60, 84, 88, 91] has explored control-flow integrity (CFI) [1] which protects or checks the integrity of control data used in indirect control-flow transfers. However, CFI is vulnerable to advanced attacks [19, 37] even with a fully precise static control-flow graph (CFG) and a protected shadow stack. Also, CFI implementation on MCUs incur high runtime overhead (8.1%–513% [5, 60, 91]), leaving them less likely to be deployed in practice.1

Randomization [65] with execute-only memory (XOM) [47, 75] is another potential solution: by randomizing the location of code and preventing buffer overreads [82] from reading the code segment, attackers no longer know where reusable code is located and therefore cannot divert control flow to the chosen code. However, such approaches have two key limitations on MCUs. First, the address space on MCUs is limited: there is no virtual memory [7, 8], so the entropy of randomization is limited by the physical memory size (typically on the order of kilobytes to megabytes). Brute force attacks [74] which simply guess the location of reusable code can therefore succeed in short amounts of time. Second, and worse yet, previous solutions [2, 25, 41, 64] do not mitigate control data leakage in which a buffer overread [82] leaks control data to learn the location of reusable code [27, 30, 66, 72]. In fact, a proof-of-concept exploit we built shows that even a large-sized MCU protected with randomization and XOM can be breached in less than an hour with the help of control data disclosure. On the other hand, control data leakage defenses [16, 27, 53, 67] do exist in general-purpose systems, which hide control data using indirection or encryption. However, they still leave control data identifiable and usable by attackers.

This paper presents Rendezvous, a system that mitigates control-flow hijacking attacks against ARMv7/8-M MCUs which utilize brute force attacks and attacks which leak control data. Built on top of previous work that randomizes code and global data layouts [25] and enforces XOM [75], Rendezvous protects control data with a

1Silhouette [91] incurs 11.2%–12.1% runtime overhead on our board, much higher than the reported 1.3%–3.4%. §6 discusses the difference in more detail.
set of novel techniques we developed. At the center of Randezvous is a new concept called a *decoy pointer*, which is a code pointer that points to a random unused trap instruction; by filling unused data memory with decoy pointers, real code pointers are camouflaged and thus protected. Leveraging decoy pointers in global data segments, Randezvous moves return addresses into a *diversified shadow stack* and *promotes local variables containing function pointers* into globals to protect them. To further reduce the danger of return address leakage, Randezvous introduces *return address nullification* which overwrites stale return addresses with decoy pointers so that leakage is limited to return addresses of currently executing functions. In addition to control data protection, Randezvous improves the limited entropy on MCUs against attacks with *delayed reboot* and *global guards*. The former adds an artificial reboot delay to slow down brute force attacks when an attack attempt is detected. The latter is an adaptation of memory guards [26] to mitigate spraying attacks that massively corrupt a memory region in order to guarantee control-flow hijacking. Collectively, Randezvous builds a holistic probabilistic (but measurably strong) defense against control-flow hijacking attacks on MCUs, which is, to our best knowledge, the first to mitigate both control data leakage and lack of entropy on MCUs. Compared to randomization with XOM alone, Randezvous significantly enhances the protection of in-memory control data and improves the entropy against attacks.

We built a prototype of Randezvous for ARMv8-M MCUs at https://github.com/URSec/Randezvous, upon the LLVM/Clang compiler [48]. We evaluated Randezvous’s security by statistically modeling brute force attacks with control data leakage, building a real exploit that demonstrates the necessity of Randezvous’s security features, and analyzing how Randezvous can stop exploitations of a real-world CVE. We also evaluated Randezvous’s overhead on three benchmark suites and two real-world applications. On average, Randezvous incurred 5.9% performance overhead, 15.4% code size overhead, and 22.0% data size overhead.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

- We developed a set of novel control data protection techniques for MCUs that strengthen randomization and XOM, centered on decoy pointers and including a diversified shadow stack, return address nullification, and local-to-global variable promotion.
- We devised delayed reboot, a mechanism that mitigates brute force attacks exploiting the limited entropy on MCUs.
- We designed and implemented Randezvous, a strong holistic software diversity approach to securing MCUs against control-flow hijacking attacks.
- We built the first mathematical model of brute force attacks with control data leakage on MCUs to evaluate the strength of Randezvous’s defenses and demonstrated the efficacy of Randezvous with a proof-of-concept exploit and a study on a real-world CVE.
- We evaluated Randezvous on our benchmarks and applications and found that it incurs, on average, 5.9% performance overhead, 15.4% code size overhead, and 22.0% data size overhead.

2 BACKGROUND

Randezvous targets MCUs of the ARMv7-M [7] and ARMv8-M [8] architectures. These systems have unique features that present challenges not found on general-purpose platforms.

Architecture and Address Space Layout. MCU software is commonly compiled into a single native code executable that contains all application, library, and/or operating system kernel code. Both architectures support unprivileged and privileged execution modes with system calls, traps, and interrupts that switch between the two modes [7, 8]. However, it is common for all code to be executed in the privileged mode to avoid mode switching latency.

Figure 1 depicts the general address space of the two architectures [7, 8], as well as all usable memory mapped on an NXP MIMXRT685-EVK board [58] that we use. Though code and data regions are up to 0.5 GB each, there is only 64 MB flash memory for code and 4.5 MB SRAM for data on our board. The System and Peripheral regions contain memory-mapped CPU and I/O device registers, respectively. As neither architecture supports virtual memory [7, 8], code/data layout randomization techniques are limited to moving code/data within the physical address space and have much lower entropy than general-purpose machines with a 64-bit virtual address space and gigabytes of RAM.

**Memory Protection.** Both architectures support an optional memory protection unit (MPU) [7, 8], allowing privileged code to configure up to a fixed number of memory regions for access control. Each region specifies its start address and length as well as its read, write, and execute access restrictions for privileged and unprivileged code. To prevent code injection [61], typically code is placed in a non-writable and executable region, and data is placed in writable and non-executable regions. Not all combinations of access permissions are available: neither architecture natively supports XOM [7, 8]. However, efficient software-based XOM solutions [47, 75] exist.

3 THREAT MODEL

We assume a benign but potentially buggy bare-metal MCU application with memory safety errors that allow a remote attacker to write (and optionally read) arbitrary memory locations. We assume the attacker wants to launch a control-flow hijacking attack, such as return-into-libc [74, 83] or return-oriented programming (ROP) [71, 73], against the system. Memory safety attacks that do not corrupt control data (e.g., non-control data attacks [22]) are out of scope. We further assume that the attacker has a copy of the source code and can generate native code of the same instruction set as used on the system (though layouts may be different due to randomization). The attacker can therefore locate exploitable vulnerabilities and find reusable code in the program’s code segment for the aforementioned attacks. As Randezvous uses randomization to thwart code reuse attacks, it faces several threats that may undermine its defenses.
Threat 1. An attacker may attempt to use a buffer overread [82] to read the code segment and locate reusable code.

Threat 2. An attacker may attempt to use a buffer overread [82] to read control data (pointers to code like return addresses and function pointers) out of memory to locate reusable code.

Threat 3. An attacker may attempt to guess the location of reusable code or the location of a control data slot (a memory location containing control data) in a brute force attack.

Threat 4. An attacker may corrupt a control data slot to hijack the control flow.

Threat 5. An attacker may “spray” control data across a memory region [78] to corrupt all control data slots within that region.

4 DESIGN

Randezvous is a compiler that transforms code installed on an ARMv7/8-M MCU and a set of runtime support routines used by the MCU’s reset and exception handlers. Our design requires the MPU support, the set of debug registers needed by PicoXOM [75], and a hardware-based cryptographically secure pseudorandom number generator (CSPRNG). These features are available on many real-world MCUs, from low-end (e.g., STM32L412R8 [79]) to high-end (e.g., NIMXRT685-EVK [58]) and across manufacturers (e.g., STMicroelectronics [81], Microchip [56], and Renesas [70]).

In principle, Randezvous protects control data by destroying it when possible and hiding it with improved entropy when destruction is infeasible. We break down Rendezvous’s design components into three categories: 1) randomization and code protection, 2) control data protection, and 3) entropy improvements. We first describe the randomization and code protection schemes that Rendezvous employs, which previous work [25, 75] explored. We then explain how Rendezvous’s control data protection and entropy-improving techniques mitigate the additional threats described in §3.

4.1 Randomization and Code Protection

Traditional code reuse attacks [71, 83] require the attacker to know a priori the location of usable code in memory. Rendezvous therefore utilizes randomization and XOM to force the attacker to either use a buffer overread to leak control data [27, 30, 66, 72] or use brute force attacks that guess the location of reusable code.

Specifically, Rendezvous performs the following randomized permutations of code at compile time: 1) Function layout reordering: Rendezvous places each function in the program at a random location in the code segment. 2) Basic block layout reordering: In each function, Rendezvous shuffles the order of basic blocks. If a basic block can fall through to a successor, they are kept contiguous in memory to avoid adding extra branch instructions to the code. 3) Trap instruction insertion: Rendezvous fills unused code segment memory (between functions and between basic blocks that do not fall through) with trap instructions. These instructions are never executed during benign executions and only detect attack probes that jump to unused code. When that happens, Rendezvous’s trap handler responds by rebooting the system and optionally alerting a system administrator that a potential attack attempt has been thwarted. Rendezvous also randomizes the layout of global data segments (i.e., .rodata, .data, and .bss) at compile time by placing each memory object at a random location in its segment. The reason to use compile-time randomization rather than runtime rerandomization is that, compared to the former, the latter requires significantly more MCU resources (e.g., separate memory for storing the original program to be randomized) while only adding one extra bit of entropy against brute force attacks [74]. Though orthogonal to issues that this paper addresses, §A discusses how to deploy compile-time diversified binaries at scale for interested readers.

To mitigate Threat 1, Rendezvous employs XOM on the code segment. As the ARMv7/8-M MPU does not support XOM [7, 8], Rendezvous employs a software alternative named PicoXOM. PicoXOM [75] configures the ARM debug registers, called Data Watchpoint and Trace (DWT) comparators [7, 8], to generate a trap if a read is performed from the code segment. Furthermore, since the debug registers are memory-mapped [7, 8], PicoXOM uses additional DWT comparators to ensure that XOM cannot be disabled by writing to the debug registers.

4.2 Control Data Protection

Randomization plus XOM defeats Threat 1. However, an attacker can attack the system by leaking control data (Threat 2) or by guessing the location of code (Threat 3) and then corrupting control data in memory (Threats 4 and 5). We now describe how Rendezvous protects the confidentiality and integrity of control data.

4.2.1 Decoy Pointers. To mitigate Threats 2 and 4, we developed decoy pointers, which are code pointers that point to random trap instructions and are used to fill unused data memory. Unlike other techniques used in code/data layout randomization, decoy pointers are novel as they, when combined with randomization and XOM, can camouflage genuine control data (slots): attackers leaking data via a buffer overread [82] cannot distinguish actual control data from decoy pointers; neither can they distinguish control data slots from unused data memory. Even if leaked, decoy pointers are lethal and using them in control-flow hijacking risks trapping the system.

By default, Rendezvous only fills unused memory in the global data segments with decoy pointers. §4.2.2 and §4.2.3 explain how Rendezvous protects control data on the stack by moving it to the global data segments. As many MCU heap implementations simply manage a statically allocated chunk of memory in a global data segment as the heap, such a heap as a whole benefits from decoy pointers placed around it. A more overhead-tolerant implementation could camouflage in-heap control data by providing a custom free that refills freed memory with decoy pointers.

4.2.2 Diversified Shadow Stack. Return addresses on the stack pose two challenges in our threat model. First, return addresses are the most common target to corrupt in code reuse attacks (Threat 4). Second, return addresses are relatively easy to leak (Threat 2) via stack-based buffer overreads [82]. Rendezvous must protect return addresses to mitigate these threats.

Rendezvous protects return addresses by using a diversified shadow stack, which is a compact shadow stack [17] with random per-function strides. Rendezvous employs four methods of randomizing the shadow stack. First, Rendezvous places the shadow stack in the .data segment so that its location is randomized at compile time. Second, Rendezvous initializes the shadow stack with decoy pointers, camouflaging real return addresses. Third, Rendezvous selects a static random stride value for each function at compile time. Rendezvous fills unused memory in the global data segments (i.e., .rodata, .data, and .bss) at compile time by placing each memory object at a random location in its segment.

By default, Rendezvous only fills unused memory in the global data segments with decoy pointers. §4.2.2 and §4.2.3 explain how Rendezvous protects control data on the stack by moving it to the global data segments. As many MCU heap implementations simply manage a statically allocated chunk of memory in a global data segment as the heap, such a heap as a whole benefits from decoy pointers placed around it. A more overhead-tolerant implementation could camouflage in-heap control data by providing a custom free that refills freed memory with decoy pointers.
time. Fourth, Randezvous selects a dynamic global random stride value at boot time from the CSPRNG. For each non-leaf function, the static and dynamic stride values are added to a shadow stack pointer in its prologue to determine the location for saving the return address for the next function call. Likewise, the stride values are subtracted from the shadow stack pointer in its epilogue before loading its own return address from the shadow stack. Since the dynamic stride value is selected at boot time, the memory locations to which return addresses are stored get rerandomized for each reboot. Randezvous further encodes the static stride values in code and keeps the shadow stack pointer and dynamic stride value in reserved registers to prevent leakage and corruption.

4.2.3 Local-to-Global Variable Promotion. Local variables that hold function pointers are susceptible to leakage (Threat 2) or corruption (Threat 4) as they are stored on the regular stack. An attacker can use a buffer overflow to corrupt them with addresses of reusable code and can also use a buffer overread \[82\] to leak them and use them to learn the location of reusable code. To mitigate such threats, we developed a simple local-to-global variable promotion transformation in the Randezvous compiler. This transformation converts local variables that may contain function pointers into global variables, enabling global data layout randomization to randomize their locations and decoy pointers to camouflage them.

The transformation is safe as long as the function containing the promoted variable is not called recursively or concurrently by multiple threads. To support local function pointers in recursive functions, Randezvous promotes each of such function pointers to an array and requires a maximum recursion depth specified as the array length. The function is then instrumented to use a copy of the function pointer for each recursion. As Randezvous targets bare-metal single-threaded MCU applications, multithreading is not an issue. To support multithreading, all promoted variables (as well as the shadow stack in §4.2.2) must be placed in thread-local storage. We leave multithreading support for future work.

4.2.4 Return Address Nullification. Our diversified shadow stack in §4.2.2 mitigates return address leakage. However, a buffer over-read \[82\] may still allow an attacker to leak large amounts of the shadow stack at a time. To further reduce the danger of such leakage, we developed a new compiler transformation called return address nullification which overwrites the stale return address on the shadow stack with a null value before a function returns. This transformation ensures that a single buffer overread can only leak the return addresses of actively executing functions, limiting the number of return addresses a particular buffer overread can disclose.

When nullifying a return address, instead of zeroing it out, Randezvous overwrites it with a distinct decoy pointer statically chosen and encoded in code for each nullification site. In this way, Randezvous ensures that memory used for return addresses always appears to be decoy pointers, sustaining its initial state.

4.3 Entropy Improvements

Despite Randezvous’s randomization and control data protection schemes, the entropy they provide on MCUs with small memory size may not effectively resist brute force and control data spraying attacks (as §6 will discuss). This section discusses how Randezvous improves the limited entropy on MCUs to mitigate such attacks.

4.3.1 Delayed Reboot. Randezvous’s code reuse defenses are probabilistic: each time an attacker tries to attack the system by guessing where reusable code is located or by guessing which chunk of memory contains control data, there is a small chance that the attacker will guess correctly. Consequently, if the attacker repeatedly tries different values and has no bound on the number of attack attempts (Threat 3), there is an amount of time by which the attacker is expected to guess correctly and succeed. It is then natural to ask how long a system is expected to resist such brute force attacks. If the time is sufficiently long, then probabilistic defenses suffice.

Our security analysis in §6 models such attacks and computes the time by which we expect an attacker to succeed. Our analysis shows that the entropy provided by the aforementioned Randezvous defenses alone may not effectively resist such attacks for a reasonable length of time for all MCUs; small-sized MCUs simply have too few places in which to hide code and/or camouflage control data.

As the number of possible locations of a single piece of reusable code or control data is too small, the only other recourse is to make each failed attack attempt take longer. Hence, we devised a technique called delayed reboot which artificially delays a system’s reboot. Whenever it detects a trap caused by a violation of Randezvous’s security policies, Randezvous reboots the system. Successive reboots are incrementally slowed, artificially reducing the number of failed attempts an attacker can feasibly perpetrate in a given amount of time. For the \(i\)-th successive reboot caused by a violation, an artificial delay in time \(D_i\) is added to the boot sequence. \(D_i\) increases as \(i\) increases until the number of such reboots reaches a predetermined value \(R\), after which \(D_i\) remains constant.

Delayed reboot exchanges availability for confidentiality and integrity through configuration of the parameter \(R\) and the delay function incrementing \(D_i\): a smaller value of \(R\) and larger values of \(D_i\) provide more integrity and confidentiality at the expense of availability. §6 quantifies the security gain and availability loss of using delayed reboot, and we use our analysis results to inform concrete configurations to meet specific system requirements. However, we note that delayed reboot may not be appropriate for systems with hard real-time requirements or that cannot tolerate service disruptions. For example, a car’s engine control unit may not be suitable for delayed reboot due to real-time constraints while, in contrast, a network of monitoring sensor devices can tolerate delayed reboot, especially if multiple devices monitor overlapping areas to provide redundancy. Systems that cannot use delayed reboot will need to use more memory to gain the entropy needed to stay secure.

4.3.2 Global Guards. Randomizing global data and camouflaging control data with decoy pointers together hinder an attacker from corrupting control data in the global data segments. However, the attacker can still corrupt control data in these regions via spraying attacks (Threat 5). If corrupting non-control data does not crash the program, a buffer overflow that writes to the whole data segment is guaranteed to corrupt control data in the data segment, neutralizing the already limited entropy of randomization.

To mitigate this threat, we repurposed guard memory \[26\], which was originally meant to detect stack smashing only. At boot time, Randezvous uses the CSPRNG to randomly select one or more randomly sized pieces of unused data memory as global guards and configures the MPU to disallow writes to them (the specific number
depends on how many regions the MPU can support). Attempted writes to them cause a trap and trigger a reboot.

Global guards establish the entropy against spraying attacks; successful attacks must avoid writing to any global guards, which becomes much less probable. Since global guards are randomly selected at boot time, their location information from previous failed attack attempts cannot be used to inform future attacks.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

We built a prototype of Randezvous for the ARMv8-M architecture with all of our design components except delayed reboot; we opted not to implement it as it does not impact our evaluation. We added four compiler passes to LLVM/Clang 11.0.1’s ARM code gen- erator [48], totaling 4,336 source lines of code using Tokei 12.1.2 [90]. We now describe our prototype’s memory layout and then describe implementation details of our compiler passes.

PicoXOM Enhancements and Memory Configuration. PicoXOM, Randezvous’s XOM component, was only implemented for ARMv7-M [75]. We extended its MPU and DWT configuration code to support ARMv8-M. Unlike the previous implementation on ARMv7-M, which can only protect code segments up to 128 KB, we have verified that PicoXOM on ARMv8-M can support an arbitrary code size. This allows our prototype to support larger code bases. It also increases the entropy for code layout randomization if the usable memory for code is larger than 128 KB. Our extended PicoXOM implementation contains 361 source lines of C code.

Figure 2 shows our Randezvous prototype’s memory protection. It requires five MPU regions to cover code, read-only data, RAM, a single global guard, and peripherals. Note that the System region requires no separate MPU region because it is readable, writable, and execute-never for privileged code regardless of the MPU configuration [8]. ARMv8-M DWT comparators must be used in pairs to monitor memory address ranges [8], so our prototype uses four DWT comparators (two pairs) to read-protect the code segment and write-protect critical memory-mapped system registers.

Code Layout Randomization. The code layout randomization pass, as §4.1 describes, randomizes the code layout by shuffling the order of functions and basic blocks and inserting trap instructions between them. It takes a size option for developers to specify the maximum code size and a seed option to be able to generate different code layouts. We used LLVM’s RandomNumberGenerator [51] to make our experimental results more reproducible.
on LLVM’s intermediate representation (IR) bitcode before it is lowered to machine code. As none of our benchmarks and applications uses local function pointers in recursive functions, we elided implementing support for it.

6 SECURITY EVALUATION

We now evaluate Randezvous’s security by measuring the entropy it adds to three different-sized MCUs and computing the amount of reboot delay needed to protect these systems from attacks for a given amount of time. We then provide a proof-of-concept exploit that experimentally demonstrates the security of Randezvous and a study on how Randezvous could mitigate attacks exploiting a real-world CVE. Table 8 in §B lists all mathematical symbols used in this section for quick reference. §C details the derivation of each numbered equation in this section for interested readers.

6.1 Attack Procedure

We model a return-into-libc [74, 83] control-flow hijacking attack as it is the simplest. Other types of attacks (e.g., ROP [71, 73] and JIT-ROP [77]) require locating additional reusable code and therefore require leaking or guessing more code locations. Consequently, if Randezvous can resist return-into-libc attacks, it should be able to resist these more sophisticated attacks as well. In the return-into-libc attack, the attacker follows the two steps below:

(1) Locate the control flow target to which to jump. For a return-into-libc attack, the attacker follows the two steps below:

(2) Find a control data slot and corrupt it with the address of the

control flow target acquired in Step 1. This is usually where

a return address or a function pointer is stored, which will be

used in a future control flow transfer.

On an unprotected system, Step 1 can be skipped because the attacker has a priori knowledge of the code layout. However, as Randezvous randomizes the code and data layouts and forbids code reads via PicoXOM [75] (§4.1), the attacker is forced to

1a) guess the location of the control flow target, or

1b) try leaking a return address using a buffer overflow, or

1c) try leaking a function pointer (if any) using a buffer overflow.

Similarly, in Step 2, finding the address of a control data slot is no longer straightforward for the attacker; in Randezvous, control data is stored in the .data segment (§4.2.2 and §4.2.3), randomized to unknown locations (§4.1), camouflaged among numerous decoy pointers (§4.2.1), and protected by randomly-picked non-writable global guards (§4.3.2). As a result, the attacker must either

2a) guess the location of a control data slot to corrupt, or

2b) massively corrupt part of the .data segment, aiming to corrupt a desired control data slot while hitting none of the global guards, i.e., a control data spraying attack [78].

6.2 Attack Probe Analysis

Our analysis assumes that the attacker knows the boundaries of randomized memory regions and makes no out-of-bounds guesses in Steps 1 and 2. While not always true in practice, this assumption biases the analysis in the attacker’s favor and simplifies our analysis.

We first analyze the expected number of attempts the attacker needs for each strategy to complete Step 1. For Strategy 1a, let $S_C$ be the size of the randomized code segment, $S_{CD}$ be the size of the original application code, and $S_T$ be the size of the control flow target. Assuming the control flow target is 2-byte aligned (typical for Thumb instructions [7, 8]) and has an equal chance to appear in each eligible location, then the probability of success is

$$P_{S,1a} = \frac{S_C - S_{CD}}{S_C - S_T^2};$$

the chance of finding a trap instruction can be approximated as $P_{T,1a} = \frac{S_C - S_{CD}}{S_C - S_T}$. For a brute force attack, an attacker can simply retry the attack repeatedly with different values for the control flow target until the attack works, excluding previously guessed values each time a new guess is made. If $P_x$ is a random variable representing the number of guesses for a success in Strategy $x$ ($x \in \{1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b\}$), then the expected number of guesses for completing Step 1 with Strategy 1a is

$$E(P_{1a}) = \frac{S_C - S_T + 4}{4}. \quad (1)$$

For Strategies 1b and 1c, our analysis assumes the attacker’s best case scenario: a function pointer or return address pointing into the desired function exists in a single memory location; if leaked, the attacker can locate the function. In this scenario, the attacker first uses a buffer overflow [82] to leak the entire contents of the .data segment and then examines it for the desired control data. Even so, the attacker can at most eliminate values that do not look like control data and still must guess which of the remaining ones can be used. This is because Randezvous randomizes the .data segment layout and camouflages control data with decoy pointers. Let $S_D$ be the size of the randomized .data segment, $S_{D'}$ be the size of memory in the .data segment that does not look like control data, and $N$ be the number of control data slots in the .data segment. $N$ can be approximated by the current call chain depth (due to return address nullification in §4.2.4) plus the number of function pointers in the program. Assuming the desired control data has an equal chance to appear in each possible location, the attacker must try every memory location that appears to contain control data. The probability of success is $P_{S,1b} = P_{S,1c} = \frac{S_D - S_{D'} - 4N}{S_D - S_{D'}}$, and the probability of finding a decoy pointer is approximately $P_{T,1b} = \frac{S_D - S_{D'} - 4N}{S_D - S_{D'}}$. The difference between Strategies 1b and 1c is whether the attacker can exclude a previously incorrect guess: return addresses might be stored in different memory locations as the dynamic shadow stack stride is randomized on each boot, while function pointers always reside in the same address across reboots as the .data segment is randomized once at compile time. This leads to a difference in the expected number of guesses, shown in Equations 2 and 3, respectively:

$$E(P_{1b}) = \frac{S_D - S_{D'} - 4N}{4}. \quad (2)$$

$$E(P_{1c}) = \frac{S_D - S_{D'} + 4N}{8}. \quad (3)$$

We now consider the expected number of attempts needed to complete Step 2. For Strategy 2a, the attacker can also leverage a buffer overflow [82] on the .data segment to filter out memory that does not resemble control data except for zeroed memory, which might be uninitialized control data slots. Let $S_{DB}$ be the size of zeroed memory in the .data segment and $S_G$ be the total size of all global guards. The chance of success is $P_{S,2a} = \frac{4N}{S_D - S_{D'}*S_{5N}+S_{G}}$, and the chance of hitting any of the global guards is $P_{T,2a} = \frac{S_G}{S_D - S_{D'}*S_{5N}+S_{G}}$.
Table 1: Common Values for Time Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
<th>All Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>1 MB</td>
<td>16 MB</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>256 KB</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>1 KB</td>
<td>4 KB</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>128 bytes</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
<td>1 KB</td>
<td>SW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Tmin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Time Analysis Results (Best/Worst for the Attacker)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>𝐸(𝑃)</th>
<th>𝑃𝑇</th>
<th>𝑇𝑛</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>(1a, 2a)</td>
<td>8,735,288.00</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td>8055 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>(1b, 2b)</td>
<td>132,051.0</td>
<td>6.07%</td>
<td>10 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>(1a, 2a)</td>
<td>529,222,800.0</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
<td>101 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>(1c, 2b)</td>
<td>2,087,487.2</td>
<td>1.34%</td>
<td>150 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>(1a, 2a)</td>
<td>68,199,318,000.0</td>
<td>0.007%</td>
<td>1,297.7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>(1c, 2b)</td>
<td>266,649,737.1</td>
<td>0.220%</td>
<td>3.1 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to Strategy 1b, the attacker cannot exclude previously incorrect guesses due to both the dynamic shadow stack stride and the global guards, so the expected number of guesses is

\[ E(\bar{P}_{2a}) = \frac{S_D - S_D}{4N}. \] (4)

For Strategy 2b, let \( S_W \) be the size of memory in the data segment that the attacker chooses to corrupt. Equations 5 and 6 give the probability of success and of hitting a global guard, respectively. Equation 7 computes the expected number of attempts:

\[ P_{S,2b} = \sum_{i=1}^{N(i)} \frac{C(N, i)C(S_D - S_G - N, S_W - i)}{C(S_D - S_G, S_W)} \] (5)

\[ P_{T,2b} = 1 - P_{S,2b} = \frac{C(S_D - S_G - N, S_W - i)}{C(S_D - S_G, S_W)} \] (6)

\[ E(\bar{P}_{2b}) = \frac{1}{P_{S,2b}} \] (7)

Combining the two steps, there are three outcomes: 1) success, only when an attacker makes a correct guess in both steps; 2) nothing happening, due to an incorrect guess in Step 2 that hits none of the global guards; 3) trap, which can be caused by an incorrect guess in either Step 1 (finding a decoy pointer) or Step 2 (hitting any of the global guards). As none of the two unsuccessful outcomes gives information about which control data (slot) is (in)correct, the attacker can only guess blindly in both steps. Let \( P \) be a random variable of the number of brute force attacks for a success. Since the two steps are independent of each other, we have the chance of success \( P_S = P_{S,x} \cdot P_{S,y} \), the chance of trapping the system \( P_T = P_{T,x} \cdot P_{S,y} + P_{T,y} \); and the expected number of brute force attacks for a success \( E(P) = E(P_S) \cdot E(P_T) \) if the attacker adopts Strategies \( x \) and \( y \) (\( x \in \{1a, 1b, 1c\} \) and \( y \in \{2a, 2b\} \)).

6.3 Time Analysis

Entropy measures a system’s randomness, but it fails to measure the system’s strength against brute force attacks as it fails to consider the frequency at which attacks are launched. We therefore analyze how long a Randezvous-protected system, with different sizes, can resist brute force attacks. This analysis informs the configuration of delayed reboot and thus controls the security/availability trade-off.

Let \( t_B \) be the time from booting to reaching a vulnerability that an attacker can exploit and \( t_N \) be the time for the attacker to send an attack payload and receive its execution result over the network. Without Randezvous’s delayed reboot, we can expect the system to withstand brute force attacks by an amount of time \( T_d = (p_T \cdot t_B + t_N) \cdot E(P) \). With delayed reboot providing a total delay of \( T_d \), we wish the whole system to resist brute force attacks for at least an amount of time \( T_{min} \) before the attacker finishes the expected number of attack payloads to succeed. So we have \( T_d \leq \sum_{i=1}^{R} D_i, T_n + T_d = T_{min} \), and \( R \leq P_T \cdot E(P) \), where \( R \) is the number of reboots after which the delay stops increasing and \( (D_i)_{i=1}^{R} \) is the sequence of the delay Randezvous adds to the \( i \)-th reboot, as §4.3.1 describes.

We aim to protect the system from brute force attacks for three or more days. Three days give the system time to alert an administrator about the attack and for the administrator to respond, even if the attack commences during a short period in which the administrator is unavailable (e.g., a weekend). Table 1 lists three sets of common values representing three MCUs of different sizes (STM32L412R8 [79], STM32F469NIH6 [80], and MIMXRT685-EVK [58, 59]) and values we pick to evaluate attacks (latencies are based on a wireless network [76]) and Randezvous’s protections. By substituting all variables with their corresponding values in each set, we can estimate whether delayed reboot is needed (i.e., whether \( T_n < T_{min} \)) and, if so, how much delay can be scattered throughout all \( R \) reboots. Our results, summarized in Table 2, show that the medium and large systems do not need delayed reboot; Randezvous’s other protections can mitigate all the modeled attacks for at least half a month. The small system, however, requires an average per-reboot delay of 21.3 seconds to keep it probabilistically secure for three days against all possible attack strategies that we evaluated.

While our results necessitate delayed reboot for certain systems, we note that using an exponentially-growing delay will still provide reasonable availability when an attack commences while maintaining our target of three days worth of resilience. For example, our best case for the attacker expects the system to trap 8055.3 times; Randezvous could be configured with \( \{D_i\}_{i=1}^{R} \) as an exponential sequence with \( D_1 = 100 \) ms, \( R = 8055 \), and a ratio of 1.001. Even at the 2000-th reboot (at which point an administrator should have been notified), the delay on a single boot is just around 738 ms.

6.4 Exploit Analysis

Proof-of-Concept Exploit. We built a proof-of-concept exploit to showcase Randezvous’s security. The exploit consists of a script representing an attacker and a vulnerable application that can run on an NXP MIMXRT685-EVK board [58]. The application contains both arbitrary memory read and write vulnerabilities, matching our threat model in §3. To favor the attacker, it also contains a global function pointer pointing to the attacker’s desired function. We compiled the application with three different configurations: one unprotected, one protected with only randomization and PicoXOM (as in §4.1), and one protected with full Randezvous. For the two protected configurations, we further configured the application to match each of the three different-sized MCUs in Table 1 as closely
as possible. When running the application, the script communicates with the board via a serial port and sends attack payloads generated from the best strategies for the attacker for each configuration: direct return-into-libc for the unprotected, Strategy 1c with return address corruption for randomization plus PicoXOM, and Strategies 1c and 2b for Randezvous.

Our exploit finished immediately for the unprotected system as no guessing is needed in Step 1 or 2. With randomization plus PicoXOM, the exploit finished in 15 seconds, 68 seconds, and 2,821 seconds for the small, medium, and large systems, respectively. Most of the time was spent trying out leaked values that resemble control data. In contrast, the exploit failed in all three Randezvous-protected systems after continuously sending attack payloads for three days.

Real-World CVE. To demonstrate its efficacy against real-world exploits, we analyzed how Randezvous could stop attacks exploiting CVE-2021-27421 [29]. We picked this CVE because 1) it can both read from and write to arbitrary heap locations, 2) it affects applications using the NXP MCUXpresso SDK library, and 3) we can exploit it on our NXP MIMXRT685-EVK board [58].

CVE-2021-27421 [29] overflows a heap buffer. We built a demonstrative application with the CVE for the small system in Table 1 and compiled it with similar configurations to those used in our proof-of-concept exploit. We then launched a return-into-libc attack on our board, which exploits the CVE to corrupt a pointer in the heap to point to a memory location of our choice. The overwritten pointer is eventually dereferenced. Our attack utilizes attack strategies that do not use buffer overflow or spraying (Strategy 1a with return address corruption for randomization plus PicoXOM and Strategies 1a and 2a for Randezvous) because the application stores no return address or function pointer to the attacker’s desired control flow target in memory and because the exploit only corrupts four bytes of memory. Our attack exploited the unprotected system immediately and the system protected by randomization plus PicoXOM in 23.6 hours. In contrast, the attack failed on the Randezvous-protected system after running for three days; we therefore expect Randezvous to resist the attack for more than three days for the larger systems in Table 1.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluated Randezvous’s performance on an NXP MIMXRT685-EVK board which has an ARM Cortex-M33 processor implementing the ARMv8-M Mainline architecture that can run up to 300 MHz [58]. It comes with 4.5 MB of SRAM, 64 MB of flash memory, a true random number generator (TRNG) that fulfills Randezvous’s CSPRNG requirement, and an SD card slot [58, 59].

We used three benchmark suites and two real-world applications to evaluate Randezvous. BEEBS [62] is a benchmark suite to measure embedded systems’ energy usage. It includes a wide range of common MCU workloads (e.g., packet routing, sorting, and hashing). As many BEEBS programs are too small or perform too little computation, we picked 54 of its 80 programs that run longer than 0.1 seconds on our board for 10,240 iterations. CoreMark-Pro [35] is a benchmark suite that includes and enhances CoreMark [34], an industry standard benchmark for embedded processors, with more CPU- and memory-intensive programs. It consists of five integer benchmarks and four floating-point benchmarks that together characterize processor performance. MbedTLS-Benchmark [55] is a test program of the Mbed TLS library [6]. It measures the latency and throughput of various cryptographic algorithms (e.g., SHA, AES, and RSA). PinLock [36] is an application that emulates a password-based lock. It reads a 4-digit passphrase from a serial port, computes a SHA-256 hash of the input, and activates an LED if the hash matches the stored passphrase hash. FatFs-SD is an application from the board manufacturer. It operates a FAT filesystem on an SD card with filesystem creation, mounting, and file I/O. Previous work [5, 25, 75, 76] used PinLock and FatFs-SD.

We compiled each program into an ELF executable and loaded its code into the SRAM for execution, using two configurations: Baseline and Randezvous. In Baseline, we used the LLVM/Clang compiler [48] to compile programs with all Randezvous passes and runtime components disabled. In Randezvous, we enabled everything; all Randezvous’s randomization seeds are set to zero, and all memory size options for Randezvous passes are set appropriately to allow execution in the SRAM while still adding entropy to the program. In particular, the shadow stack size and stride length were tailored to add one bit of entropy. Both configurations use the -Os and -fomit-frame-pointer options and perform link-time optimization (LTO) via the -fetto and -fuse-ld=lld options.

7.1 Performance Overhead

To measure Randezvous’s performance overhead, we configured each BEEBS benchmark to execute for 10,240 iterations of its workload and print out its execution time in milliseconds. Each benchmark in CoreMark-Pro was configured to execute for a minimal number of iterations that is a power of 10 and yields an execution time of at least 10 seconds. MbedTLS-Benchmark measures latency and throughput with 1,024 iterations and 1 or 3 seconds, respectively. All benchmarks produced identical numbers over multiple runs, yielding zero standard deviations. As PinLock and FatFs-SD access slow peripherals, we ran each of them 10 times and report the average execution time with a standard deviation.

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 present Baseline performance in absolute numbers as well as the overhead Randezvous incurs relative to Baseline on CoreMark-Pro, MbedTLS-Benchmark, and the applications, respectively. Due to space, we only summarize the numbers for BEEBS. Overall, Randezvous incurs minor performance overhead of 5.9%; 6.9% in BEEBS from the -1.6% to 26.2%), 7.0% in CoreMark-Pro, 4.5% in MbedTLS-Benchmark’s throughput, 5.5% in MbedTLS-Benchmark’s latency, and 0.6% in the applications.

We studied the overhead by enabling only one of Randezvous’s features at a time. We discovered that the diversified shadow stack and return address nullification transformations are the major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Baseline (ms)</th>
<th>Randezvous (x)</th>
<th>Baseline (ms)</th>
<th>Randezvous (x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jpeg-rose?...</td>
<td>21,172</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>parser-125k</td>
<td>41,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core</td>
<td>33,813</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>radix2-big-64k</td>
<td>15,363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear Alg...</td>
<td>45,180</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>sha-test</td>
<td>17,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loops-all...</td>
<td>73,085</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>zip-test</td>
<td>37,097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnet test</td>
<td>183,048</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geomean (x) 1.070

Table 3: CoreMark-Pro Execution Time (Lower is Better)
Table 4: MbedTLS-Benchmark Throughput (Higher is Better)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Rendezvous (x)</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Rendezvous (x)</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Rendezvous (x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD5 (KB/s)</td>
<td>14,630.25</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>AES-CCM-192 (KB/s)</td>
<td>3,198.46</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1 (KB/s)</td>
<td>56,491.74</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>AES-CCM-256 (KB/s)</td>
<td>3,085.67</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 (KB/s)</td>
<td>58,746.89</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>CTR-DRBG (NOPR) (KB/s)</td>
<td>2,952.85</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-512 (KB/s)</td>
<td>2,216.21</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-1 (NOPR) (KB/s)</td>
<td>1,339.78</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DES (KB/s)</td>
<td>816.31</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-1 (PR) (KB/s)</td>
<td>1,215.91</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES (KB/s)</td>
<td>2,067.83</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-256 (NOPR) (KB/s)</td>
<td>1,585.92</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-CBC-128 (KB/s)</td>
<td>61,610.23</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-256 (PR) (KB/s)</td>
<td>1,585.94</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-CBC-192 (KB/s)</td>
<td>56,954.36</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>RSA-1024 (public/s)</td>
<td>1,420.58</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-CBC-256 (KB/s)</td>
<td>50,861.98</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>RSA-1024 (private/s)</td>
<td>14.92</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-GCM-128 (KB/s)</td>
<td>2,192.97</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>DHE-2048 (handshake/s)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-GCM-192 (KB/s)</td>
<td>2,165.85</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>DHE-2048 (handshake/s)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-GCM-256 (KB/s)</td>
<td>2,139.37</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>ECDSA-secp521r1 (sign/s)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geomean (x) 1.055

Table 5: MbedTLS-Benchmark Latency (Lower is Better)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Rendezvous (x)</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Rendezvous (x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD5 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>15.84</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>AES-GCM-256</td>
<td>113.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>AES-CCM-128</td>
<td>72.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>AES-CCM-192</td>
<td>75.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-512 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>109.40</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>AES-CCM-256</td>
<td>78.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DES (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>298.72</td>
<td>1.145</td>
<td>CTR-DRBG (NOPR)</td>
<td>27.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>117.32</td>
<td>1.146</td>
<td>CTR-DRBG (PR)</td>
<td>47.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-CBC-128 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-1 (NOPR)</td>
<td>181.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-CBC-192 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-1 (PR)</td>
<td>200.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-CBC-256 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-256 (NOPR)</td>
<td>153.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-GCM-128 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>110.58</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>HMAC.. SHA-256 (PR)</td>
<td>153.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-GCM-192 (cycle/byte)</td>
<td>113.97</td>
<td>1.085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geomean (x) 1.055

Table 6: Application Execution Time (Lower is Better)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline (ms)</th>
<th>Stdev (ms)</th>
<th>Rendezvous (x)</th>
<th>Stdev (x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PinLock</td>
<td>46,429.5</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FatFs-SD</td>
<td>14,965.3</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geomean — — 1.006 —

Table 5 and Figure 4 show Randezvous’s code and data size overhead on CoreMark-Pro, MbedTLS-Benchmark, and the two applications, respectively. Again, we summarize BEEBS results due to space. Overall, Randezvous incurs moderate overhead on both code and data sizes: a geometric mean of 15.8% on code size (from 13.3% to 16.2%) and 21.2% on data size (from 7.9% to 31.8%) in BEEBS, 14.2% and 27.5% in CoreMark-Pro, 10.8% and 11.9% in MbedTLS-Benchmark, and 13.6% and 24.5% in the applications. We note that parser-125k in CoreMark-Pro exhibits the highest data size overhead because its shadow stack is more than twice the size of its original global data size to accommodate a function that calls itself over 2,000 times. Correspondingly, its stack usage decreases as none of its recursive stack frames contains a return address slot.

7.2 Memory Overhead

Memory usage is critical for MCUs. We therefore measured how much memory Randezvous uses to provide its protections by calculating code and global data segment sizes (without unused memory) before and after its transformations during compilation.

Figure 4: MbedTLS-Benchmark and Application Memory Usage (Lower is Better)
Breaking down the overhead, the code size overhead comes from PicoXOM (3.2%–5.5%), function prologue/epilogue transformations (4.6%–7.0%), and runtime components that set up the shadow stack and a single global guard (1.356 bytes). The data size overhead comes from string literals used in additional code (1.389 bytes), a diversified shadow stack (48–19,040 bytes), and promoted local variables containing function pointers (0–5.0%).

8 RELATED WORK

Randomization on General-Purpose Systems. Randomization on general-purpose systems is well studied. The original ASLR [11, 65] loads memory sections at random addresses and is widely deployed. Due to its coarse granularity and lack of entropy on 32-bit systems, researchers have focused on fine-grained code randomization at the level of pages [9], functions [13, 27, 39, 44], basic blocks [45, 87], instructions [32, 42, 63], register allocation [27, 63], execution paths [30], or tunable sizes [68]. Fine-grained data randomization has been explored as well, including global data object reordering [13], data representation encryption [12, 18], structure field randomization [21, 28, 39, 50], stack randomization [3, 13, 23, 49], and heap randomization [10, 57]. While most of these techniques can be used on MCUs, Randezvous leverages just a few of them with the best efficacy and the least performance impact.

Leakage-resistant randomization for general-purpose systems, such as Readactor [27], ASLR-Guard [53], LR² [16], and kR²X [67], hide code pointers via indirectness or encryption. These systems are still susceptible to control data leakage; despite not knowing where code is located, attackers can identify indirect or encrypted code pointers from disclosed memory and reuse them to corrupt control data slots. Randezvous’s decoy pointers, in contrast, prevent attackers from identifying real code pointers from decoy pointers; using a leaked pointer risks causing a trap.

Runtime rerandomization shortens the window for successful exploitation and can be done manually at runtime [24], periodically [4, 38, 39, 69, 89], at certain system calls [14, 52, 85], and when detecting suspicious probes [86]. Randezvous uses no runtime rerandomization as its additional resource consumption outweighs its security gain (as §4.1 describes).

Randomization on MCUs. Previous work has employed randomization for MCUs. µArmor [2] and EPOXY [25] employ compile-time code layout randomization; EPOXY [25] also randomizes data layout at compile time. AVRAND [64] and MAVR [41] proposed boot-time code layout randomization for AVR MCUs. Both solutions randomize code and reprogram the flash memory at every reboot, using a trusted bootloader reading metadata from EEPROM or a separate processor with extra flash memory. Compared to Randezvous, all of the above systems assume a weaker threat model and, therefore, do not mitigate information leakage. Consequently, attackers can still locate code and launch code reuse attacks on these systems using information leaked from code [77] or data [27, 30, 66, 72]. It is also unclear if these systems can resist brute force attacks effectively; they omitted modeling such attacks [2, 25, 64] or yielded an outrageously large number of guesses by incorrectly assuming that attackers have to guess the locations of all functions in the program before launching an attack [41].

HARM [76] implements function-level periodical code rerandomization using TrustZone-M on ARMv8-M [8], requiring more than twice the memory. fASLR [54] uses TrustZone-M to dynamically load functions to random addresses in RAM when being called and unload finished ones when out of RAM, thus reducing memory usage of rerandomization. Unlike HARM and fASLR, Randezvous requires no TrustZone-M and thus supports ARMv7-M systems. While runtime rerandomization reduces the window of code reuse attacks, a successful exploit equipping memory disclosure to learn the code layout is still possible, especially where rerandomization may not take place frequently (e.g., fASLR [54]).

As to performance, AVRAND [64] and MAVR [41] only present startup overhead in absolute numbers; comparing to Randezvous is impossible. EPOXY shows better performance in BEEBS (1.6% on average) than Randezvous because its safe stack [46] improves locality. For BEEBS programs that both Randezvous and HARM [76] evaluate (all 19 programs by HARM), Randezvous outperforms HARM (8.8% vs. 25%, on average). Similarly, in BEEBS programs shared between Randezvous and fASLR [54] (5 programs out of 9 by fASLR), Randezvous is slightly faster (2.3% vs. 3.7%, on average).

CFI on MCUs. An alternative to randomization is to use CFI [1] and/or protected shadow stacks [17]. To protect shadow stacks, CaRE [60] and TZmCFI [43] leverage TrustZone-M [8]. RECFISH [84] utilizes privilege mode switching, and Silhouette [91] and Kage [33] utilize ARM’s unprivileged store instructions. µRAI [5] encodes return addresses in a registered register and uses system calls to extend the encoding space. All these solutions enforce return address integrity and use coarse-grained forward-edge CFI [1], while SCFP [88] extends a RISC-V MCU with a stateful instruction encryption scheme for fine-grained CFI. However, even with a fully precise static CFG and a protected shadow stack, CFI is still vulnerable to advanced forward-edge corruptions that adhere to the CFG [19, 37]. In contrast, Randezvous provides probabilistic guarantees but is not susceptible to such attacks without identifying both a control flow target and a control data slot.

Performance-wise, Randezvous outperforms all the above CFI implementations except Silhouette and Kage. We believe Silhouette’s low overhead (5.4% on BEEBS and 1.3% on CoreMark-Pro) is due to the high latency of the SDRAM used in its evaluation [91]; we evaluated Silhouette on our board (which uses SRAM), and its overhead increases to 12.1% on BEEBS and 11.2% on CoreMark-Pro.

9 CONCLUSIONS

We presented Randezvous: a diversification-based control-flow hijacking defense enhanced with novel techniques that mitigate control data leakage and strengthen the low entropy on MCUs. We demonstrated Randezvous’s efficacy and showed that Randezvous incurs low overhead on our benchmarks and applications. Randezvous is open-sourced at https://github.com/URSec/Randezvous.
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such challenges can be directly addressed. When a device manufacturer releases a new version of software for an MCU, they can first translate all compilation units into LLVM IR and link the files into a single LLVM IR file containing all the code using LLVM’s LTO features [48]. They can then, for each device, generate random seeds using a CSPRING or TRNG, have the compiler’s code generator translate the LLVM IR into a randomized binary using those seeds, and then record in a database the hash of the generated binary and the seeds that were used to create it.

When a customer submits a crash dump or requests a service from the device manufacturer that requires knowing which diversified binary the customer is using, the customer can simply supply the hash of their binary file. The device manufacturer can then feed the corresponding random seeds from the database into the code generator and regenerate the randomized binary. In this way, the device manufacturer can always re-create the randomized binary without having to store a copy of each binary given to a customer.

B SYMBOL DEFINITIONS
See Table 8.

C EQUATION DERIVATION
Derivation of Equation 1. To derive Equation 1, let $F_{ia}$ be the search space size of Strategy 1a. We have

$$F_{ia} = \frac{S_C - 7\gamma + 2}{2}.$$ 

We hereafter use $p_i$ to represent the probability of success at $i$-th guess regardless of the strategy. In Strategy 1a, we have

$$\begin{align*}
p_1 &= \frac{p_{ia} - 1}{p_{ia}} \cdot \frac{p_{ia} - 2}{p_{ia}} \cdot \frac{p_{ia} - 3}{p_{ia}} \cdot \frac{p_{ia} - 4}{p_{ia}} \cdot \frac{p_{ia} - 5}{p_{ia}} \cdot \frac{p_{ia} - 6}{p_{ia}} \cdot \frac{p_{ia} - 7}{p_{ia}} \cdot \frac{1}{p_{ia}} = 1.
\end{align*}$$

Table 8: Definitions of Mathematical Symbols Used in the Security Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_C$</td>
<td>Size of randomized code segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{C0}$</td>
<td>Size of original application code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_T$</td>
<td>Size of control flow target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_D$</td>
<td>Size of randomized data segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{SP}$</td>
<td>Probability of success w/ Strategy x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_T$</td>
<td>Probability of finding/hitting a trap w/ Strategy x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PS$</td>
<td>Probability of success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_B$</td>
<td>Time to booting to reaching an exploitable vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{id}$</td>
<td>Total time of delay provided by delayed reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>Expected time to resist brute force attacks w/ delayed reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Number of reboots after which reboot delay stops increasing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A DIVERSIFIED BINARY DEPLOYMENT
Deploying and updating diversified MCU application binaries provides challenges to software developers. However, we believe that
we have
\[ E(P_{1a}) = \sum_{i=1}^{F_{1a}} i \cdot p_i = \sum_{i=1}^{F_{1a}} i \cdot \frac{1}{F_{1a}} = \frac{S_C - S_T + 4}{4}. \]

**Derivation of Equation 2.** To derive Equation 2, we first have
\[ p_i = (1 - p_{S,1b})^{i-1} p_{S,1b}. \]

So
\[ E(P_{1b}) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i \cdot p_i = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i(1 - p_{S,1b})^{i-1} p_{S,1b}. \]

According to geometric distribution,
\[ E(P_{1b}) = \frac{1}{p_{S,1b}} = \frac{S_D - S_{D'}}{4}. \]

**Derivation of Equation 3.** Similar to the derivation of Equation 1, let \( F_{1c} \) be the search space size of Strategy 1c. We have
\[ F_{1c} = \frac{S_D - S_{D'}}{4} \]

and
\[ p_i = \frac{1}{F_{1c}}. \]

So
\[ E(P_{1c}) = \sum_{i=1}^{F_{1c}} i \cdot p_i = \sum_{i=1}^{F_{1c}} i \cdot \frac{1}{F_{1c}} = \frac{S_D - S_{D'} + 4}{8}. \]

**Derivation of Equation 4.** Similar to the derivation of Equation 2, we have
\[ p_i = (1 - p_{S,2a})^{i-1} p_{S,2a}. \]

and
\[ E(P_{2a}) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i \cdot p_i = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i(1 - p_{S,2a})^{i-1} p_{S,2a}. \]

According to geometric distribution,
\[ E(P_{2a}) = \frac{1}{p_{S,2a}} = \frac{S_D - S_{D'}}{4N}. \]

**Derivation of Equations 5, 6, and 7.** For Strategy 2b, the condition of success is by corrupting at least one of \( N \) control data slots while not hitting any of the current global guards, and the condition of trapping the system is by hitting any of the current global guards. This can be modeled as the following situation:

- The attacker picks \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) consecutive bins out of \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) bins sorted in a certain order, \( N \) of which are black (representing control data slots) and \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) of which are red (representing the current global guards).
- The attacker succeeds if the \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) bins she picks contain no red bin and at least one black bin.
- The attacker traps the system if the \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) bins she picks contain at least one red bin.

The total number of different bin permutations (denoted as \( A \)) is \( \frac{S_D}{4}! \). The number of bin combinations in which the attacker succeeds (denoted as \( C_S \)) is the number of all possible combinations of \( i \) black bins and \( \frac{S_D}{4} - i \) non-black non-red bins \((i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, \min(N, \frac{S_D}{4})\})\), which can be calculated by
\[ C_S = \sum_{i=1}^{\min(N, \frac{S_D}{4})} C(N, i) C\left(\frac{S_D - S_{G}}{4} - N, \frac{S_D}{4} - i\right). \]

This number can then be used to calculate the number of bin permutations in which the attacker succeeds (denoted as \( A_S \)), by multiplying it with the number of all possible permutations with the starting location of the \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) bins fixed (as the bins the attacker picks must be consecutive). So we have
\[ A_S = C_S \cdot \frac{S_W}{4!} \cdot \frac{S_D - S_W}{4}! \]

and therefore
\[ p_{S,2b} = \frac{A}{A} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\min(N, \frac{S_D}{4})} C(N, i) C\left(\frac{S_D - S_{G}}{4} - N, \frac{S_D}{4} - i\right)}{C\left(\frac{S_D}{4}, \frac{S_D}{4}\right)}. \]

We can calculate \( p_{T,2b} \) indirectly by first calculating the probability of the attacker picking all \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) bins as non-black non-red bins and then doing a subtraction from 1. Since the number of bin combinations of \( \frac{S_D}{4} \) non-black non-red bins is \( C\left(\frac{S_D - S_{G}}{4} - N, \frac{S_D}{4}\right) \), we can easily get
\[ p_{T,2b} = 1 - p_{S,2b} = \frac{C\left(\frac{S_D - S_{G}}{4} - N, \frac{S_D}{4}\right)}{C\left(\frac{S_D}{4}, \frac{S_D}{4}\right)}. \]

Finally, \( E(P_{2b}) \) is derived in a similar way to that in \( E(P_{1b}) \) and in \( E(P_{2a}) \). We have
\[ p_i = (1 - p_{S,2b})^{i-1} p_{S,2b} \]

and
\[ E(P_{2b}) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i \cdot p_i = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i(1 - p_{S,2b})^{i-1} p_{S,2b}. \]

According to geometric distribution,
\[ E(P_{2b}) = \frac{1}{p_{S,2b}}. \]